Host Brett says:
<<<<Resume Mission "Missions of Mercy - Part 2">>>>

XO_Tarrez says:
@::sits on the bridge of the Del::

CTO_Vendal says:
@::IN TR1 getting sec team ready to transport to the surface::  *CO* I have the security team ready to beam down, what coordinates would you like them at?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::patiently listening to Rolchek blame everything on the Romulans up to and including his son's colicky childhood.  Actually thinks it might very well be sabotage::

CMO_Hunter says:
::at the bottom of the lift shaft::

CSO_Syrna says:
::in the elevator going down the shaft::

OPS_D`von says:
@::at his station the bridge::

FCO_Curgan says:
::waiting in the lift shaft with Lt. Hunter::

CEO_K`Vas says:
::at the bottom of the shaft with the CMO and the engineering teams::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CTO*: Have them respond to my coordinates.

XO_Tarrez says:
@OPS: How are things going Mr. D'von?

CMO_Hunter says:
Kitisak:: alright, after you sir.

CTO_Vendal says:
@*CO* Aye Ma'am  :Sets coordinates and beams them down::

CTO_Vendal says:
@::once team is on planet heads for the Bridge::

CMO_Hunter says:
CEO:: You have your orders Ensign, :;smiles:

OPS_D`von says:
@XO: The CTO security teams are beaming down now, and the majority of the AT are entering the shift to the mines now, besides that, all is quiet for now

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
Info: At the bottom of the elevator shaft there is a cavern, hollowed out to be used as a staging area.  Several tunnels lead out from this area.  Against one wall, tended by coworkers and medics, lie six injured miners.  The area is lit by electric lighting, the air is musty.

XO_Tarrez says:
::nods and continues to listen to K'Beth's conversation that she had already muted so that the bridge crew could speak freely::

CEO_K`Vas says:
CMO: Yes sir  ::heads toward the collapsed area to begin scanning the damage::

CTO_Vendal says:
@::Enters the Bridge and takes his station::

XO_Tarrez says:
@::turns and sees the CTO::  What is on our sensors?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::watches the team materialize keeping one ear on Rolchek's monologue and at a pause turns to the lead sec guy:: Sec_Guy: Report to Master Chief Smith and Master Chief Wesson.  Help them get a handle on this chaos up here. ::watches them salute and head out and then turns back to Rolchek nodding in agreement with him::

CSO_Syrna says:
Kitisak: Do you know where the explosion began?

CTO_Vendal says:
@XO: The security team is on planet

XO_Tarrez says:
@CTO: And by the way... Glad to see that you are feeling better.

CTO_Vendal says:
@XO: Checking

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
AT: We brought those who were the most badly injured here, where they could be transported to the surface.  The ore in the walls makes transporters useless in the tunnels themselves.  The collapse is about sixty meters that way ::Points::::

XO_Tarrez says:
@::nods to him and turns back to the front::

CTO_Vendal says:
@XO: Thank you

CSO_Syrna says:
CMO: Do you need me here to help with the wounded or shall I and the geologist go on to the point of the collapse?

OPS_D`von says:
@::monitors communication channels on the planet and in space, picking up some really funny communications from some of the mine staff to other staff, and is glad the Del is never that disorganized even if he is aboard::

CMO_Hunter says:
CSO:: Continue on, the FCO and I will begin treatment here, if you see any more wounded in the tunnels just comm me and ill be there.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CMO*: How are things going, Doctor? ::still half listening to Rolchek as she watches Smith and Wesson start to get a handle on things and get some of the useless equipment out of the yard and towards the back area out of the way::

CSO_Syrna says:
::nods:: CMO: Understood. ::begins walking down the tunnel with her fellow Vulcan scientist::

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
::Motions for a large man in mine gear to come over.  The man does so and looks over the away team.  He is beefy and covered in dirt, soot and sweat.::

CTO_Vendal says:
@XO: I am showing the first two relief vessels are approaching, they are still about a day away

FCO_Curgan says:
::nods to the CMO:: CMO: Just let me know where I can help out.  Though I've got to warn you, it's been sometime since I've done first aid.

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*:: We've reached the bottom of the lift, there are six miners here, being treated by there own people, I’m going too see if the FCO and I can help, the CEO and CSO are going on ahead

XO_Tarrez says:
@::nods:: CTO: Thank you.

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
AT: This is the foreman for this shift, Mr. John.  He can tell you more of what happened.

FCO_Curgan says:
CMO: And I though you said we were getting me out of the caves?  ::smirks::

XO_Tarrez says:
@OPS: Did you get that progress report sent off to Star Fleet HQ?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CMO*: All right, Doctor...keep me informed.  We have additional personnel up here if needed.

OPS_D`von says:
@XO: Ma'am would you like me to hail them and give them an update?

CMO_Hunter says:
::tosses wry grin towards the FCO::

XO_Tarrez says:
@*CO*: Ma'am.  The first two relief ships are enroute, but they are still a day away.

OPS_D`von says:
@ XO: Yes, would you like me to forward those to the relief vessels

OPS_D`von says:
@::forwards an update to the relief vessels without waiting on the Commander to speak::

CMO_Hunter says:
::walks over to the injured miners:: Miners:: After noon lads, Im Doctor Hunter, USS Delphyne, can i give you all a hand?

XO_Tarrez says:
@::nods:: OPS: That would be lovely. ::smiles::

CMO_Hunter says:
::takes out his Medical tricorder and begins to scan the 6 miners that are there::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*XO*: Understood, Cmdr.  Ah... :: looks at Rolchek still droning on:: I suppose there isn't anyone  'else' in the vicinity?

FCO_Curgan says:
::moves over and takes stock of the miners::

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*:: See if you can get me  3 ambulances or a really big truck

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
<John> AT: Yeah, well, one of my crews was drillin down shaft number three there.  They had picked up some strange readings on their scanner.  There was a natural cavern about ten meters beyond the furthest drill point and the scans showed traces of precious metals, some gems that kind of thing.  Really strange.   

XO_Tarrez says:
@*CO*: No ma'am.  The skies are clear.

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*: I want to get these men to the Hospital, as soon as possible

OPS_D`von says:
@XO: Ma'am could you see if the Captain might be able to get us access to the planetary computer system so we can review their sensor readings and other computer readouts

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
<John> AT: Well, that cave must have been filled with methane because the next thing I hear is this tremendous roar, then fire comes rolling back out of the tunnel.  Then the shaking started.  I was here so I only got a little singed, but when I went down that tunnel...::Shakes his head::  They didn't stand a chance.

XO_Tarrez says:
@::mutes the comm again:: CTO: Please keep your eyes on those sensors.  I don't believe that we will be getting company, but we need to be on the look out.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CMO*: Understood Doctor.  I'll get you something down there right away. ::curses silently at Sy's answer as she was hoping for some legitimate reprieve from Rolchek .  Turns and interrupts Rolchek:: Rolchek: We'll need to get some sort of evacuation transport down to the injured miners.  Do you have that sort of equipment down there already?

CMO_Hunter says:
Miners:: How long have these men been down here?

CTO_Vendal says:
@XO: Aye ma'am

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
<Miners> CMO: Several hours.  Almost eight I think.

CMO_Hunter says:
Miners ::almost yells:: What the Bloody hell have you been waiting for!!!  We need to get these men out NOW!

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*: Can you expedite that vehicle?

CMO_Hunter says:
::with barely restrained anger::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CMO*: Yes Doctor...how many men are you talking about?

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO* Right now 6, all with numerous broken bones, and full to partial thickness burns..

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
<Miner> ::Stands up and looks down at the CMO::  CMO: Listen buddy!  I know that!  Alright?  I would love to get them out of here, except when we moved them this far, just so they could be beamed out, two of them died!  And Lester there...::Holds up his hands, showing they are covered in blood, and soot and...something else...::

CEO_K`Vas says:
*CSO*: Lieutenant I have scanned the structural supports, I am in need of a geological scan how soon can it be done?

XO_Tarrez says:
::turns and looks at D'von::  OPS: This is a SF joint operation.  Do we not have access to them already?

CSO_Syrna says:
CEO: I am right here. We have just arrived.

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
<Miner> CMO: I grabbed his legs, and the skin...just...We were waiting for YOU!  ::pokes the CMO::  And your transporters.  Don't tell me what we should have done!

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*: And get me 6 stretchers

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CMO*: Understood Doctor.  Do you need a medical team down there to keep them stabilized while we get you transport?

OPS_D`von says:
@*CMO* I wanted to let you know that I lose the signal from the armbands once your team enter the tunnels, so if you would have to set up the transporter enhancer stands near the entrance. I can use that as a point to send down supplies, and beam people out if the lift falls, but once your people enter the tunnels I lose them

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*:: Yes, Immediately...if not sooner

FCO_Curgan says:
::steps in between the CMO and the miner:: Miner:  I suggest you calm down, sir.

CSO_Syrna says:
::starts scanning in tandem with the Geologist::

FCO_Curgan says:
Miner: It'll only make the situation worse...

OPS_D`von says:
@XO: I am sure we do, but I meant let them know that I am going to be linking to their system so they don't think some Romulans are trying to hack their way in ::almost laughs::

CMO_Hunter says:
Miner:: ::restrains his anger somewhat:: While you were waiting for me...you should have been calling your own medical teams and transports

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::sees that Rolchek isn't even paying attention to her and walks off gesturing to Smith and Wesson to follow her:: Smith/Wesson: Get a team of security and medical personnel over here right away.

XO_Tarrez says:
@::smiles:: OPS: Good thinking.

CMO_Hunter says:
FCO:: thank you Lt, get those enhancers set up...perhaps we can beam a few directly to sickbay...save what we can

XO_Tarrez says:
@*CO*: Ma'am would be so kind as to inform the planetary authorities that we will be accessing the sensor readings.

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS*: Understood::

FCO_Curgan says:
::nods to the CMO, while still looking at the miner:: CMO: Yes, Sir.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*OPS*: Send down 6 stretchers and burn kits immediately.

FCO_Curgan says:
::moves over to set up the enhancers::

OPS_D`von says:
@*CO* To the CMO location I am assuming?

CEO_K`Vas says:
CSO: My readings show that the structure is sound to this point  ::points at the beginning of the collapse::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks back at Rolchek still muttering to himself and working on the parameter plan:: *XO*: That will have to wait right for right now, Cmdr.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*OPS*: Can you get the supplies to him?

XO_Tarrez says:
<Smith/Wesson> CO:  Aye ma'am.

XO_Tarrez says:
<Smith/Wesson> ::does so::

OPS_D`von says:
@*CO* They just activated the transporter enhancer stands so I should be able to, but we will see

CEO_K`Vas says:
CSO: It appears that a small pocket has been formed approximately five meters beyond the cave in

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
<John> AT: We wanted to dig them out, but our scanners are metallurgical.  We wouldn't know if there was a man behind a rock before we turned the plasma drills on it.  Your tricorders can help us.

CSO_Syrna says:
::nods at the CEO:: CEO: That is correct. I am picking up biomatter but no life signs and... my tricorder only goes about five meters into this rock.

XO_Tarrez says:
@*CO*: Understood.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*OPS*: Then do so.

OPS_D`von says:
@::prepares the needed medical supplies and has them beamed to the transporter enhancers::

CMO_Hunter says:
Miner:: I'm sorry I didn't mean to yell, I know you lads are working as best as you can....::all while using his limited field trauma kit to stabilize bones and keep them relatively comforter able::

XO_Tarrez says:
@OPS: Sorry D'von, it may be a moment.

OPS_D`von says:
@:;smiles nicely:: *CO* Understood, ma'am

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::heads over to the mine entrance noting that the sec guys have stopped people from running back and forth and are evacuating the personnel in an orderly fashion::

OPS_D`von says:
@XO: Ma'am I will send a text based message to those working at the planetary operations center informing them I will be tapping into their computer system

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
Action: The supplies from the Delphyne materialize within the transport area.

OPS_D`von says:
@*CMO* You should have received the request supplies, inside the set up transporter area

XO_Tarrez says:
@OPS: That should do it.

CMO_Hunter says:
:;hears the wine of the transporters:: aloud:: excellent

CSO_Syrna says:
<SO_Sondar> CEO: All I am reading is normal rock.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*OPS*: Did the supplies get there? ::steps onto the elevator with Smith/Wesson and the rest of the medical and security personnel::

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*: I’m gonna try to beam these lads directly to sickbay...

OPS_D`von says:
@::prepares a text based telling those in the planetary operations center the Del will be accessing their computer systems, making sure to supply verification codes so they know it isn't some Romulan doing it and sends it::

CSO_Syrna says:
<SO_Sondar> CEO: Trace elements of the dilithium and the basic granite.

CEO_K`Vas says:
SO_Sondar: Confirmed.  My readings indicate a simple roof collapse

OPS_D`von says:
@*CO* Yes Ma'am

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::holds the elevator:: *CMO*: Very good Doctor, otherwise we'll come down and retrieve them.

XO_Tarrez says:
@CTO: I think we can handle things up here, but I think your presence might be needed on the planet.  Report to TR 3 and beam down to help the rescue effort.

CSO_Syrna says:
CEO: How can we get past this rock to the pocket behind?

OPS_D`von says:
@*CO* Ma'am I can transport to and from the set up transporter area, beyond that I can't even get a reading they are in to deep

CSO_Syrna says:
<SO_Sondar>::scans for any chemical compounds that should not be here::

CMO_Hunter says:
Miners:: Alright...I’ve stabilized them the best I can in the field...

CMO_Hunter says:
::stands moves to the supplies:: Aloud:: Excellent! ::opens 3 of the boxes::

OPS_D`von says:
@XO: Ma'am, we might also want to have a talk with those running this operation, they have no planetary sensor system and nothing in the mine, their computer system is nothing more then a big walkie talkie and gaming system

CTO_Vendal says:
@XO: Aye  :: Heads to TR3 and on the way acquired usual equipment::

CMO_Hunter says:
FCO:: Here help me assemble these! :: quickly assembles the grav stretchers::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*OPS*: That's the best news I've heard all day.  Thank you.  ::steps off of the elevator with her people and lets a crowd of engineers take it down::

FCO_Curgan says:
::moves quickly to assist the CMO::

CSO_Syrna says:
<SO_Sondar> CSO/CEO: I detect no elements that would be suspect such as those used in explosive devices.

CTO_Vendal says:
@::Arrives in TR3 and beams down to the CO's position::

CEO_K`Vas says:
CSO: The structure is sound, I recommend using the miners to tunnel through.  They are familiar with the tunnel

OPS_D`von says:
@*CO* Actually ma'am it isn't, once our people head into the tunnels even while wearing the enhancer armbands I can't reach them so if they get trapped in their this is nothing I can do from here

XO_Tarrez says:
@OPS: Well it seems they currently have more important things on their minds.

CMO_Hunter says:
::brings the 6 grav stretchers over to the miners::

OPS_D`von says:
@ XO: Like running around like mad men?

CSO_Syrna says:
CEO: Very well then we should make that recommendation to the Captain.

CMO_Hunter says:
Miners:: Here, lift them onto these, it'll be like floating on air.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*OPS*: Understood, Lt.

CTO_Vendal says:
CO: Ma'am the XO suggested I could be more help down here, where do you need me?

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS*:: D'von...anyway you can site to site transport? from here to they Hospital on the surface?

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS*:: belay my last, beam them directly to Sickbay!

OPS_D`von says:
@*CMO* Understood, I will try just put them in side the transporter area.

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS*:: Thank you!

OPS_D`von says:
@*CMO* Lets try one person first and see how that works

XO_Tarrez says:
@::over hears the doc and sends a memo to Sickbay to expect causalities::

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS*:: Understood

CEO_K`Vas says:
*CO*: Captain the tunnel is stable.  The CSO and myself agree that using the miners to excavate the rescue tunnel is the most viable option.

CMO_Hunter says:
*Sickbay*:: Incoming wounded, burns, and fractures!

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks around:: CTO: We need to get a base of operations up here.  ::points to a open sided shed:: See if you can get some maps of this mine and let's look at them over there.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CEO*: Coordinate with the Doctor then as he'll need to be there when you get the wounded out.  I believe he is also with Cmdr Kitisak also.

OPS_D`von says:
@*CMO* Let me know when.

CEO_K`Vas says:
*CO*: Understood

CMO_Hunter says:
::assists the Miners in putting the others on the stretchers::

CMO_Hunter says:
::pushes one of the miners into the enhancement field::

CSO_Syrna says:
::thinks a moment:: CEO: What about the possible methane gas that may be beyond where we can scan?

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS*:: One to beam to sickbay

OPS_D`von says:
@::begins beaming the one to sickbay::  *CMO* Here goes

CTO_Vendal says:
CO: Aye. :: Moves over to the shed and begins organizing the removal of all the contents to make room for the map viewers

CTO_Vendal says:
Miner: Have two large map viewers brought here and three tables

CEO_K`Vas says:
CSO: There has been an explosion, it should have burned any methane out

OPS_D`von says:
@*CMO* We have received him, you can try more then one person now, since we know it will work

CTO_Vendal says:
<Miner> Uh ok ::Heads off to get the viewers with some other men::

CMO_Hunter says:
::motions for the miners to move more into the field::

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS* go ahead, 3 more

CSO_Syrna says:
::nods at the CEO::

OPS_D`von says:
@::beams the miners directly to sickbay:: *CMO* Understood

CMO_Hunter says:
Miners:: you lot go with them, they'll want familiar faces with them...have yourselves looked at as well.

OPS_D`von says:
@*CMO* I forgot to ask, how is the lighting down there are you going to need some light stands?

CTO_Vendal says:
::Organizes the tables and viewers into a usable space, brings up the maps of teh tunnels and highlights the damaged areas and the areas where anyone could possibly be trapped.  Moves back to the CO::  CO: Ma'am the maps you wanted are ready

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS*: they have there own lighting...I’m not sure how it is further down though...Ill let you know.

CMO_Hunter says:
*CSO*:: How’s the lighting down there?

OPS_D`von says:
@*CMO* Okay, is your next batch of miners ready?

CEO_K`Vas says:
*CMO*: Doctor the CSO and myself agree in using miners to excavate the tunnel.  Could you join us and have the Cmdr assemble a team of miners

CSO_Syrna says:
<SO_Sondar> CEO/CSO: The composition of the rock and soil makes it unlikely that methane would have formed here naturally. However in a cavern... it is hard to say.

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS* Go head, last 2 here now...then lot that was helping out.

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
::Approaches the CEO/CSO and GEO.::

XO_Tarrez says:
@*CO*: We are in the progress of beaming the injured miners to the ship.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
:: walks over and looks at them:: CTO: From what I understand this is where the explosion occured. ::points to an area on the map that indicated the worst damage:: It's feasable that nothing within this blast raduius would have survived so that means they need to start from here. ::indicates the area where the CEO/CSO are right now::

OPS_D`von says:
@*CMO*  Understood ::beams the miners to sickbay::

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
CSO: What is your plan Lieutenant?  We need to begin looking for survivors as soon as possible.

CSO_Syrna says:
*CMO*: Presently just our wrist lamps.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*XO*: Understood, Cmdr.  Keep me posted on their condition please.

CMO_Hunter says:
*CSO*:: Ill have OPS send down some light stands

XO_Tarrez says:
@*CO*: Aye ma'am.

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS*: The rest are ready to beam up....and send down some of those stands.

CSO_Syrna says:
::turns to Kitisak accidentally shining her lamp in his face then directing it away:: Kitisak: My apologies... we need to have some miners dig through here. I have detected no bio signatures, however there is a large pocket behind this cave in.

CSO_Syrna says:
*CMO*: Thank you.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks around the area topside and back at the map:: CTO: Well, Lt.  Looks like we just wait for them to come back up.  ::leans up against a crate and looks over at the elevator at the mine shaft entrance::

OPS_D`von says:
@*CMO* ::beams up the last lot of miners:: Once the miners are up here I am sending down half a dozen of those light stand

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
CSO: Alright, that was out problem, detecting bio-signs.  All of our scanners are for metallurgical use.  Can you use your phasers?  Out plasma drills are somewhat, powerful.  It would be hard to stop them quickly if a bio-sign was detected

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS*: thank you

CSO_Syrna says:
<SO_Sondar> Kitisak: Is methane gas common in this mining operation? I ask because a worker of yours who called himself John described the fireball as coming from methane gas.

OPS_D`von says:
@::beams down 6 light stands to the transporter area::

CTO_Vendal says:
CO: I may be able to link the armbands to the map to show where they are and be able to monitor things

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: If you can do that Lt that would help things tremendously.

CTO_Vendal says:
CO: I will get to work on it

CSO_Syrna says:
Kitisak: My science officer is concerned about possible methane. It would be best that it were not lit lest we have the same accident occur.

OPS_D`von says:
@::beams down a generator also:: *CMO* Here is your light stands and a generator to plug them in with

CTO_Vendal says:
::Begins working on getting the map to display the location of the teams using the armbands.::

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
SO: ::Thinks::  Hmm, well no.  Actually we have not encountered any up till now.  I suppose it is always a possibility though.

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS* thank you!

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
CSO: Well then I guess you better pick up a shovel, because that’s the only way to dig without phasers or plasma drills.

CMO_Hunter says:
::plugs the stands into the generator and moves them down into the tunnel

XO_Tarrez says:
@::scans department updates and takes a look at the short and long range scans::

CSO_Syrna says:
<SO_Sondar> ::raises his Vulcan eyebrow:: Kitisak: This kind of soil makes it seem unlikely for such a thing to occur naturally, and as it is the first you have encountered, it makes me doubly suspicious.

FCO_Curgan says:
CMO:  What else do you want me to do now?

CSO_Syrna says:
Kitisak: I think if we get several miners down here to do the digging that would be the best. Can we get your help?

CTO_Vendal says:
*OPS* I need a sensor pod down here, can you have one sent down?

XO_Tarrez says:
@::thinks of something:: *OPS* Would you say that the mining operations is "under-budget' so to speak?

CEO_K`Vas says:
Kitisak: Does any of your equipment use a form of methane in it's operation

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::settles herself on a crate and leans back watching the map viewers::


OPS_D`von says:
@*CTO* I will have one beamed down just outside that shed you are in. ::beams down the sensor pod::

OPS_D`von says:
@XO: Ma'am you don't have to use your comm badge I am right here, but yeah way under budgeted, I have more high teach gear on my shoes

CTO_Vendal says:
::Hooks up sensor pod to the mapping equipment and little dots appear on the map showing the positions of the teams

XO_Tarrez says:
@::grins::  OPS: Well you were busy I wanted to make sure you heard me.

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
CSO: Certainly, these are out friends in here.  We'll do whatever you say, all we need is for you to tell us to dig or not to dig.

CSO_Syrna says:
::rethinks:: Kitisak: I forgot how much material is there.... perhaps if we use phasers we can get through all but the last few feet here and we can scan for methane....  to ensure everyone's safety.

CSO_Syrna says:
Kitisak: Please dig.

XO_Tarrez says:
@*CO*: Ma'am I think I might have an idea about what is going on, but I would like to discuss it in a more personal way.

OPS_D`von says:
@::smiles and sees the CTO just activated the sensor pod, and puts the map of the mine with the little red dots giving the location of the away team on the main view:: XO: This will give us an idea of where the AT is

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
CSO: Sounds good.  I'll get the crews together to shore up the tunnel as we go, and to cart out any loose rock...and anybody we find.

CSO_Syrna says:
::nods grimly::

XO_Tarrez says:
@OPS: Good.

CMO_Hunter says:
FCO:: Follow me shall we?

FCO_Curgan says:
::nods::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Lt. Take charge here...your job is to support the Doctor and the others in whatever they need.  Only go down into the mine if absolutely necessary....they need a liaison up here.  I'll be on the Del.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*OPS*: Transport me back on board, please.

CTO_Vendal says:
CO: Ma'am I suggest linking the CEO/CSO tricorders to the mapping program to update the map with the most recent info

CTO_Vendal says:
CO: Aye

CMO_Hunter says:
::moves down to where the CSO and the rest are::

CSO_Syrna says:
::sees the CMO arrive:: CMO: How are the injured?

CTO_Vendal says:
*CEO/CSO* Please link your tricorders to my console for updating of the map in your area. We will be using carrier code 8

FCO_Curgan says:
::follows the CMO down to the CSO::

OPS_D`von says:
@::said with a joking voice:: *CO* If I must :;beams her directly to the bridge::

CMO_Hunter says:
*CSO*: there were six up there, they have been moved to the Sickbay

CSO_Syrna says:
::does as the CTO suggests::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@::looks around a little surprised at being on the bridge and then nods to OPS:: OPS: Thank you, Lt.

CEO_K`Vas says:
*CTO*: Understood.  ::links tricorder to CTO console using carrier code 8::

XO_Tarrez says:
@::stands:: CO: All is well here, but I have an idea as to what might be going on down there.

CSO_Syrna says:
::nods:: CMO: I have detected biomatter... but no bodies as of yet. There may be some discovered as we dig.

OPS_D`von says:
@::smiles:: OPS: Just doing my job

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
Action: A team of about fifteen miners assembles near the CEO and CSO, they carry hydraulic struts, bolts and hammers, ready to shore up the tunnel roof as the collapsed rock is removed.  Work lights are shown onto the rubble pile and the miners wait anxiously to begin work to find their friends.

CTO_Vendal says:
::Begins updating the map with the info from the tricorders

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@::looks around the bridge:: XO: In here or my Ready room?

Host Cmd_Kitisak says:
<<<<Pause Mission>>>>


